Abstract-A large class of problems in parameter estimation concerns nonlinearly parametrized systems. Over the past few years, a stability framework for estimation and control of such systems has been established. We address the issue of parameter convergence in such systems in this paper. Systems with both convex/concave and general parameterizations are considered. In the former case, sufficient conditions are derived under which parameter estimates converge to their true values using a min-max algorithm as in a previous work by Annaswamy et al. In the latter case, to achieve parameter convergence a hierarchical min-max algorithm is proposed where the lower level consists of a min-max algorithm and the higher level component updates the bounds on the parameter region within which the unknown parameter is known to lie. Using this hierarchical algorithm, a necessary and sufficient condition is established for global parameter convergence in systems with a general nonlinear parameterization. In both cases, the conditions needed are shown to be stronger than linear persistent excitation conditions that guarantee parameter convergence in linearly parametrized systems. Explanations and examples of these conditions and simulation results are included to illustrate the nature of these conditions. A general definition of nonlinear persistent excitation that leads to parameter convergence is proposed at the end of this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, a stability framework has been established for studying estimation and control of nonlinearly parameterized (NLP) systems in [1] - [8] . In [1] - [7] , various NLP systems were considered and the conditions for global stability, regulation and tracking were derived using a min-max algorithm, while in [8] , stability and parameter convergence in a class of discrete-time systems was considered. In this paper, we consider parameter convergence in a class of continuous-time dynamic systems. We begin with systems that have convex/concave parameterization and derive sufficient conditions under which parameter convergence can occur in such systems. These conditions are related to linear persistent excitation (LPE) conditions relevant for convergence in linearly parameterized systems [9] , and are shown to be stronger, with the additional complexity being a function of the underlying nonlinearity.
We also propose a new hierarchical min-max algorithm in this paper in order to relax the sufficient conditions for parameter convergence. The lower level of this algorithm consists of the same min-max algorithm as in [1] and [6] . An additional higher level component is included in the hierarchical algorithm that consists of updating the bounds on the parameter region that the unknown parameter is assumed to belong to. We then show, using the hierarchical algorithm, that parameter convergence can be accomplished globally under a necessary and sufficient condition on the system variables and the underlying nonlinearity . Examples of functions that satisfy such a condition, which we denote as a condition of nonlinear persistent excitation (NLPE), and relations to LPE are also presented in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the statement of the problem, the estimator based on the min-max algorithm and the properties. In Section III, parameter estimation in functions that are concave/convex is considered, and a sufficient condition for parameter convergence is derived. In Section IV, a hierarchical min-max algorithm is proposed and necessary and sufficient conditions for parameter convergence are proposed. Examples and relation to LPE are also presented in this section. Simulation results are included in Section V. Summary and concluding remarks are stated in Section VI. Proofs of all properties, lemmas, and theorems can be found in Appendix A.
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem considered is the estimation of unknown parameters in a class of nonlinear systems of the form (1) where are bounded unknown parameters, are input and output respectively, and the functions and are given by and . We make the following assumptions regarding and .
Assumption 1: The function is Lipschitz in so that

Assumption 2:
is Lipschitz with respect to its arguments, i.e.,
Assumption 3:
is a bounded, continuous function of its arguments, and is bounded and continuous.
Assumption 4: The system in (1) has bounded solutions if is bounded.
Assumption 5:
, and is a known compact set.
Let a set be defined as follows:
We introduce the definition of an identifiable function which is necessary for parameter convergence. Definition 1: A function is identifiable over parameter region with respect to if there does not exist and such that Definition 1 implies that identifiability follows if the system of equations:
has a unique solution for any . Equation (3) suggests a procedure for constructing such that for a given , can become identifiable over . That is, the number and the value , for must be chosen such that (3) has a unique solution.
We also note that for a given , identifiability of is dependent on the choice of . For example, if is linear, then is identifiable over any if elements of span the entire space of ; for a nonlinear , identifiability may be possible even if these elements span only a subspace. We notice that if is not identifiable with respect to , it implies that we have no way of identifying using any input in .
In Sections II-A-C, we propose a min-max parameter estimation algorithm, and its properties. For simplicity, we omit the arguments of , and note that it is a measurable continuous function of time that satisfies Assumption 1.
A. Min-Max Parameter Estimation Algorithm
The dynamics of parameter estimation algorithm that we propose is the same as the min-max algorithm in [1] and is as follows: (4) where (5) is an arbitrary positive number, denotes the saturation function and is given by if and if and and come from the solution of an optimization problem (6) The choices of and imply the following inequality:
We define and rewrite the dynamics of the whole parameter estimation algorithm as
Let . The problem is therefore to determine the conditions on under which the system (8) has uniform asymptotic stability in the large (u.a.s.l.) at .
B. Solutions of and
In [1] and [6] , closed form solutions to (6) when is a concave/convex function of and when is a general function of were derived, respectively. In both [1] and [6] , these solutions were derived under the assumption that . In this paper, results are extended to the case when this assumption is omitted. For ease of exposition, we present the results for the cases when a) is a scalar, and is a general function of and b) is a vector, and is a convex/concave function of . We define a convex set which is constructed as follows: If is the convex hull, which is the smallest convex set in that contains , then is the projection of on which contains . Such a convex set is needed since i) the hierarchical algorithm discussed in Section IV-C can allow the parameter estimate to wander outside , and ii) the solutions to the min-max algorithm differ depending whether lies within this convex set or outside. a)
, and is a general function of : In this case, Same as in [6] , the following two definitions are useful.
Definition 2: A point if and
where .
Definition 3:
, where denotes the complement of .
We now state the solutions to (6) in case a), when . The solutions when can be derived in a similar manner using the concave cover.
Denoting , as in [6] , we obtain if if if (10) and if , (11) , shown at the bottom of the page, holds, and if , (12) , shown at the bottom of the page, holds. b)
, is a concave function of : The solutions to (6) , is a general function of : Using the above two cases, and in particular, a combination of concave and convex covers, convex hull, and polygons, the solutions to (6) can be found. 
C. Properties of the Min-Max Estimator
In [1] , the min-max estimator and therefore the resulting error model in (8) was shown to be stable. The stability properties of this error model are summarized in Properties 1 and 2 below. In what follows, the quadratic function is useful: (13) Property 1 summarizes the stability properties of (8) .
Property 1:
Property 1 implies that the min-max estimator is stable. However, whether the parameter estimates will converge to their true values, that is, whether will converge to the origin is yet to be established. To facilitate parameter convergence discussions, an additional property of the min-max estimator is stated in Property 2.
then (16) where , , and (17) Property 2 implies that for parameter convergence to occur, must become periodically large. For this in turn to occur, examining the dynamics in (8) and defining , i) must be large when is large and ii) must be small compared to . Condition i) is related to persistent excitation, and is similar to parameter convergence conditions in linearly parameterized systems. Condition ii) is specific to the min-max algorithm. In order to facilitate the latter, a few properties of are worth deriving, and are enumerated below in Properties 3 and 4.
Noting that is defined as in (6) Definition 4: A function is said to be i) convex on if it satisfies the inequality and ii) concave if it satisfies the inequality where . We make a few qualitative comments regarding the solutions of (8) and their convergence properties before establishing the main result. The main difficulty in establishing parameter convergence is due to the presence of the time-varying function in (8) . As shown in Properties 3-4 in Section II-C, the magnitude of changes with the curvature of . As mentioned in Section II-C, in order to establish parameter convergence, in addition to being large when is large has to remain small. Property 3 shows that for any nonzero value of , can periodically take the value zero if switches periodically between concavity and convexity. This in turn implies that can periodically become small if continues to change its curvature, that is, changes from 1 to 1. As will be shown in Section III-A, the conditions for parameter convergence not only require that become large for a large but also require to switch between convexity and concavity over any given interval.
Yet another feature of the min-max algorithm is the use of the error for adjusting the parameter instead of the traditional estimation error . This was introduced in the estimation algorithm to ensure a continuous estimator in the presence of a discontinuous solution that can be obtained from the min-max optimization problem. The introduction of a nonzero can cause the parameter estimation to stop if becomes smaller than . As a result, the trajectories are shown to converge to a neighborhood of the origin rather the origin itself. In Section III-A, we state and prove the convergence result. In Section III-B, we discuss the sufficient condition that results in parameter convergence, specific examples of and counterexamples, and the relation to persistent excitation conditions that guarantee parameter convergence in the case of linear parameterization.
A. Proof of Convergence
The first convergence result in this paper is stated in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1: If i) is convex (or concave) on for any , and ii) for every , there exist positive constants , and a time instant such that for any (20) where is defined as in (18), then all trajectories of (8) will converge uniformly to (21) where (22) is defined as in (8), is given by (20), and are defined as in Assumptions 1 and 2, and is the bound on in (4) so that (23) The proof of Theorem 1 follows by showing that if and are such that condition (20) is satisfied, then becomes large at some time over the interval . Once becomes large, it follows from Property 2 that decreases over the interval by a finite amount. Remark 1: If is concave (or convex) and if satisifes the inequality in (20), we shall define that satisfies the convex persistent excitation (CPE) condition with respect to . Theorem 1 implies that if satisfies the CPE condition with respect to , then parameter convergence to a desired precision follows.
Remark 2: From the definition of , it automatically follows that as , all trajectories converge to the region and hence u.a.s.l. follows.
B. Sufficient Condition for Parameter Convergence
The CPE condition specifies certain requirements on in order to achieve parameter convergence. For a given , Theorem 1 does not state how should behave over time in order to satisfy (20) . In this section, we state some observations and examples of that satisfies (20) for a general .
Equation (20) consists of two separate requirements. Denoting the first requirement is that the magnitude of must be large. The second requirement is that must have the same sign as . The first component states that for a large parameter error, there must be a large error in . It is straightforward to demonstrate that this condition is equivalent to linear persistent excitation condition in [10] , and is shown in Section III-B.2. The second requirement states what the sign of should be in relation to the convexity/concavity of . If is convex, should be positive, and conversely, if is concave, should be negative.
The coupling of convexity/concavity and the sign of the integral of has the following practical implications. To ensure parameter convergence, must be such that one of the following occurs: At least at one instant . a) For the given , must change in such a way that the sign of is reversed, while keeping the convexity/concavity of the same. b) Or, for the given , must reverse the convexity/concavity of , while preserving the sign of 1) Examples: We illustrate the aforementioned comments using specific examples of . Suppose (24) where , . It can be checked that given in (24) 2
) Relation to Conditions of Linear Persistent Excitation:
The relation between CPE and LPE is worth exploring. For this purpose, we consider a linearly parameterized system, which is given by (1) with where . In this case, it is well known that the corresponding estimator is given by (4) with and [9] . The resulting error equations are summarized by (26) In [10] , it is shown that u.a.s.l. of (26) Since a linear function can be considered to be either convex or concave, the inequality in (28) is equivalent to the CPE condi-tion in (20). This equivalence is summarized in the following lemma:
Lemma 1: When , if Assumption 1 holds, the CPE condition in (20) is equivalent to the LPE condition in (27).
It should be noted that for a general nonlinear , the CPE condition becomes more restrictive than the LPE condition. For example, for as in (24), the CPE condition implies that must satisfy (25). On the other hand, if , even if is such that is periodically large, the LPE condition is satisfied. 3) Counterexample: For a general function , it may not be possible to find a that satisfies either condition a) or b) previously mentioned. A simple example is where and . We note that is concave and monotonically decreasing for any with . Hence, neither a) nor b) is satisfied. That is, it is possible for the parameter estimate of the min-max algorithm to get "stalled" in a region in . This motivates the need for an improved min-max algorithm, and is outlined in Section IV.
IV. PARAMETER CONVERGENCE IN SYSTEMS WITH A GENERAL PARAMETERIZATION
In Section III, we showed that if a function is convex (or concave), and if and satisfy the CPE condition, then parameter convergence follows. However, as we saw in Section III-B.3, not all convex/concave functions can satisfy the CPE condition. In this section, we present a new algorithm which not only allows the persistent excitation condition to be relaxed but also enables parameter convergence for nonconvex and nonconcave functions.
The algorithm we present in this section is hierarchical in nature, and consists of a lower level and a higher level. In the lower level, for a given unknown parameter region , the parameter estimate is updated using the min-max algorithm as in (4). In the higher level, using information regarding the parameter estimate obtained from the lower level, the unknown parameter region is updated as . Iterating between the lower and higher levels, the overall hierarchical algorithm guarantees a sequence of parameter region . The properties of these two levels are discussed in Sections IV-A and B, respectively. In Section IV-D, we discuss conditions under which converges to . Using these conditions, the definition of persistent excitation for nonlinearly parameterized systems is introduced. In Section IV-E, we present examples of such an NLPE. The relation between NLPE and CPE is discussed in Section IV-F.
A. Lower Level Algorithm
The lower level algorithm consists of the min-max parameter estimation as in (4) with the unknown parameter . We show in this section that when this algorithm is used, becomes small in a finite time, which is denoted as lower level convergence. Once this occurs, the parameter estimate , derived from the lower level convergence, remains nearly steady. This estimate, in turn, is used in the higher level part of hierarchical algorithm to update the unknown parameter region from to . The convergence of is stated in Lemma 2, and the characterization of the unknown parameter is stated in Lemma 3.
Lemma 2: For the system in (1) and the estimator in (4), given any positive and , there exists a finite time such that for (29)
We note that for every specific , a time that satisfies (29) exists. However, the value of will depend on the choice of . Since our goal is parameter convergence, we require to assume distinct values, i.e., persistently span a set of interest. This is stated in the definition later.
Let be defined as in (2 These properties are made judicious use of in designing the higher level algorithm in Section IV-B.
B. Higher Level Algorithm
We now present the higher level component of the hierarchical algorithm. Here, our goal is to start from a known parameter region that the unknown parameter lies in, and update it as using all available information from the lower level component. In particular, we use defined in (33) to update . In order to reduce the parameter uncertainty, different 's are computed by varying , . The resulting is, therefore, chosen as (34)
C. Hierarchical Algorithm
The complete hierarchical algorithm is stated in Table I . It should be noted that Steps 2) and 3) correspond to the lower level and the higher level parts of the hierarchical algorithm, respectively. Also, we note that Step 2) requires the closed-form solutions of and which can be found as outlined in Section II-A.
In order to obtain parameter convergence using the hierarchical algorithm, what remains to be shown is whether is a strict subset of .
D. Parameter Convergence With the Hierarchical Algorithm
We now address the parameter convergence of the hierarchical algorithm. We introduce a definition for a "stalled" parameter region :
For any , define and as
Then, we define to be a "stalled" estimate-region of as and We prove a property of which explains why it corresponds to a "stalled" region in .
Lemma 4: For some , if , , then
In order to establish parameter convergence, we first characterize the region that the parameter estimate converges to in Lemma 5, and then establish the conditions under which simply coincides with the true parameter in Theorem 2. The set is defined as follows: (38) where is a box that contains any set and is defined as (39)
Lemma 5: For the system in (1) and estimator in (4), under Assumptions 1-4, the hierarchical algorithm outlined in Table I guarantees that where denotes the null set and is defined as in (42). Theorem 2 gives us a method to check if the hierarchical algorithm can estimate the true parameters to any desired precision when we set and small enough for a specific problem. We note that is a continuous function of and , and that as and becomes small, becomes arbitrarily close to the set . Hence, the parameter estimate converges to the true value with a desired precision.
Remark 3: If is identifiable over with respect to , persistently spans , and satisfies the inequality (44), we shall define that satisfies the NLPE condition with respect to . Theorem 2 implies that NLPE of with respect to is necessary and sufficient for parameter convergence to take place.
Remark 4: The requirement on for to satisfy the NLPE can sometimes be less stringent than that on for LPE. An example of this fact is for the parameter , and the cases (i)
, and (ii) where and are the elements of . Clearly, for a such that , where is a constant, does not satisfy , but does satsify NLPE with respect to . As shown in Section III-B-I, NLPE can impose more stringent conditions on as well.
Remark 5: It should be noted that the NLPE condition guarantees parameter convergence for any general nonlinear function that is identifiable. This implies that the min-max algorithm outlined in [6] , which is applicable for even a nonconvex (or a nonconcave) function, can be used to establish parameter convergence. We include simulation results of such an example in Section V.
Remark 6: It should be noted that a fairly extensive treatment of conditions of persistent excitation has been carried out in [11] , [12] for a class of nonlinear systems. The systems under consideration in this paper do not belong to this class. The most distinct features of the system (1) is the presence of the quantity and the quantity , where the former can introduce equilibrium points other than zero and the latter is not Lipschitz with respect to . As a result, an entirely different set of conditions and properties have had to be derived to establish parameter convergence.
Remark 7: The closed-form solutions of and can be calculated as shown in Section II-A. It should be noted that these solutions have been derived without requiring that , thereby expanding the results of [1] . Since can lie anywhere, subsequent iterations of the hierarchical algorithm can be carried out during which time the corresponding min-max solutions can be derived.
As is evident from (44), (35), and (42), to check if indeed the NLPE condition is satisfied for every for a given and is a difficult task. In Section IV-E, we show that when , if is monotonic function of , identifiable with respect to , and is convex/concave, then the NLPE condition is satisfied.
E. Parameter Convergence When : An Example
When , the following lemma provides sufficient conditions for (44) to hold and, hence, for the hierarchical algorithm to guarantee convergence.
Lemma 6: For system in (1), the estimator in (4) where , let and be identifiable over with respect to . If i)
is convex (or concave) over all in (45) ii) is monotonic with respect to in (46) then (44) holds for any where . The reader is refered to [13] for the proof.
F. Relation Between NLPE and CPE
In what follows, we compare the NLPE and the CPE conditions. In order to facilitate this comparison, we restate the CPE condition in a simpler form.
Definition 6: is said to satisfy the condition with respect to if i) is convex (or concave) for any , and ii) is persistently spanning with respect to , and (iii) for any , there exists such that (47) We note that the only distinction between the inequalities in (20) and (47) is in the value taken by for some in the interval . In (47) it implies that assumes one of the finite values in while in (20), the corresponding can consist of infinite values. If is "ergodic" in nature so that it visits all typical values that it will assume for all over one interval, then it implies that the two conditions (20) and (47) are equivalent. We shall assume in the following that the input is "ergodic."
Lemma 7: Let be convex (or concave) for all , then the condition implies the NLPE condition. Remark 8: Lemma 7 shows that the condition is sufficient for the NLPE to hold if is convex (or concave). Clearly, the condition is not necessary, as shown by the counterexample in Section III-B.3. The NLPE condition therefore represents the most general definition of persistent excitation in nonlinearly parameterized systems. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We consider the system in (1) and the estimator in (4) to evaluate the performance of the hierarchical algorithm. The system parameters are chosen as follows:
where is an unknown parameter that belongs to a known interval . System variable is chosen as a sinusoidal function and the true unknown parameter equals 2. We note that the function is nonconvex (and nonconcave), whose values are shown in Fig. 1 for . It can be shown that is identifable with respect to and that is persistently spanning with respect to . The hierarchical algorithm in Table I was implemented to estimate . The parameters and . Since is a sinusoid, the parameter was set to the corresponding period . The resulting output error , parameter estimate , and the up- is not necessarily periodic. Once becomes smaller than over an interval , the corresponding parameter estimates and the upper and lower bounds on and therefore the unknown parameter region are computed. It was also observed that just the min-max algorithm without the higher level component did not result in parameter convergence.
VI. SUMMARY
In this paper, the problem of parameter estimation in systems with general nonlinear parameterization is considered. In systems with convex/concave parameterization, sufficient condi- 
tions are derived under which parameter estimates converge to their true values using a min-max algorithm as in [1] . In systems with a general nonlinear parameterization, a hierarchical min-max algorithm is proposed where the lower level consists of a min-max algorithm and the higher level component updates the bounds on the parameter region within which the unknown parameter is known to lie. Using this algorithm, a necessary and sufficient condition is established for parameter convergence in systems with a general nonlinear parameterization. In both cases, the conditions needed are shown to be stronger than linear persistent excitation conditions that guarantee parameter convergence in linearly parametrized systems, thereby leading to a general definition of NLPE.
The results in this paper establish parameter estimation in a system of the form (1) . Even though the output is a scalar, as is shown in [6] , a wide variety of adaptive control and estimation problems can be reduced to an error model of the form of (1). As a result, the persistent excitation conditions presented in this paper are applicable to all of these problems.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Property 1
From (8) and (13) Combining (7) and (49), Property 1 is established.
B. Proof of Property 2
To prove Property 2, the following sublemma is needed. The proof of the sublemma is straight forward and is omitted. Now, let us prove Property 2.
Without loss of generality, we assume that (50) From (8) We prove that must become large over by establishing lower bounds on the bracketed term and the last term on the right-hand side of (71).
It follows from (4), (70) b), Assumption 2, and the fact that , that
Combining (63) In the same manner, we can prove that 
H. Proof of Lemma 4
This proof follows directly from the definition of in (36) and the construction of in (34).
I. Proof of Lemma 5
We start with the hierarchical algorithm shown in Table I Equation (123) implies that tighter bounds or can be found for for which implies that a smaller set can be found using or . This contradicts the assumption in (119) and Lemma 5 is proved.
J. Proof of Theorem 2
Sufficiency follows directly from Lemma 5 and (41). To prove necessity, we assume that (44) does not hold. That is, there exists where such that i) and ii)
It implies that there exists some and . Assume that at iteration , the unknown parameter region and the lower level convergent parameter estimate at this iteration is given by . Then, condition ii) in (124) implies that since is not empty. From Lemma 4 , it follows that and will remains at always. Since , the parameter estimate will not converge to even and approaches 0. This implies that (44) is a necessary condition for (43). 
K. Proof of Lemma 7
